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Hei Xinjiu dug for a long time and said in puzzlement, “Little beauty, it’s strange. Why Can’t I Dig 

Anymore?” 

 

“I think I’ve dug into the enchantment. You pierced my finger and dripped some blood on it,”di beiming 

said. 

 

Hei Xinjiu suddenly realized. She had said that if it was simply buried under the sand, it would have been 

stolen long ago. 

 

This guy picked up di Beiming’s left hand and took the opportunity to touch it for dozens of times. Then, 

he took out a needle and pierced di beiming’s finger and pressed it on the enchantment. 

 

In an instant, the scene in front of them changed. A jade box with an ancient aura appeared in front of 

them. 

 

“Aiyo, this box is made of ancient green jade. I’m Rich!”Hei Xinjiu held the jade box and couldn’t put it 

down. 

 

The corner of di Beiming’s eyes twitched. was he talking about this guy when he bought the casket and 

returned the pearl? 

 

Hei Xinjiu also reacted at this time. She laughed dryly and wanted to open the jade box, but it took her a 

long time to open it. What the hell! There was no lock at all. Why couldn’t she open it? 

 

“Let me do it,”di beiming said to Hei Xinjiu who was gnashing her teeth anxiously. 

 

“You don’t have as much strength as I do! I can’t even open it, but you can…” 



 

Crack. The jade box opened in di Beiming’s hand. Hei xinjiu naturally forgot what she had just said. She 

stretched her neck and looked at the Jade Box. 

 

Hei Xinjiu was dazed for a moment before she burst into tears of laughter! 

 

“Haha! Haha! Pretty Boy, are you kidding me? We spent a lot of effort to find a piece of bone? And it’s 

so small?” 

 

There was only a small bone in the jade box. It looked about the size of a thumb. It was ordinary and 

looked no different from a bone in a mass grave. 

 

Di beiming held the bone in his hand. His heart palpitated. He frowned. He did not know what this bone 

meant to him, but he knew that he had to find it. 

 

Yun chujiu saw di beiming’s serious expression and restrained herself. She asked, “I remember you said 

that you were going to find something important. Is it also a bone?” 

 

Di beiming nodded. “That’s right. The one I found before was slightly bigger than this one. Help me keep 

it first. When I recover my spiritual power, you can pass it to me.” 

 

Yun chujiu picked up the bone again and looked at it. She still did not find anything special, but she still 

carefully put it into her storage ring. 

 

Yun chujiu and di beiming hid in the turtle shell and moved the turtle shell into the whirlpool.. 

 

Just as Yun Chujiu swam out of the turtle shell, she heard buttface say excitedly, “Little Fairy, you’re 

finally back! I’ve been soaking in the water for almost a month!” 

 



The miserable buttface remembered di Beiming’s words when he left. He was afraid that a nightmare 

beast would attack him, so he stayed in the water for almost a month.. 

 

Hei Xinjiu looked at the swollen buttface sympathetically, and then she was a little worried. 

 

When they came, the demonic beasts didn’t dare to approach them because of the gigolo. Now that the 

gigolo’s old illness had relapsed, how could they get out? 

 

Just when Hei Xinjiu was in a dilemma, the Nightmare Beast in the Spirit Beast Bag opened its mouth 

and said, “Little Fairy, you have a lot of ancient demonic beasts in your spirit Beast Bag! When we came 

out, you brought them with you.”Meng Yanshou said with a smile 

 

Hei Xinjiu was stunned. Oh No, she was too busy dealing with the monk and killing the demons when 

she came out and forgot to let those ancient beasts go. Did she count as abducting, selling, Demon, 

beasts? And it was an ancient rare species! 

 


